
LOMOTION

SERVICES PROVIDED

:: Research

:: Brand Strategy

:: Logo Design

:: Photography

:: Website Design

:: Signage

:: Advertising

:: Collateral

:: Apparel

:: Marketing Plan

:: Marketing Presentation

:: Custom Publishing

:: RE-BRANDING

Driven By Excellence 
Founded in 1984, Lomotion is a specialty car dealer offering  
sales, service and performance of Corvettes, BMWs and other  
special interest vehicles. When you see their cars in person you  
know that you are dealing with the high end of their market.  
Every car looks like a show car, but their sales and marketing  
materials did not have the same feel.

Re-Imagining The Brand 
Lomotion’s online image wasn’t any different from most ordinary 

used car dealers. Their branding strategy was essentially non-existent. 
We created new visual and verbal branding that gave Lomotion’s online 
viewers virtually the same experience looking at the cars on their 
website that they would get looking at the cars in their showroom.

We presented the Lomotion brand in a setting that had a look and 
feel that fits in with the branding of industry-leading luxury products. 
This positioned the brand further upscale for expansion in the current 
and future markets for their cars and service. Now their brand is 
instantly identifiable, memorable and better positioned to build  
long-term brand equity.
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A car of value is a tangible product that gives you a physical as well as an emotional experience.  
That is what the Lomotion brand needs to convey—online and offline, virtually and in person.

Exclusive Sales Tools 
Lomotion’s new branding and sales tools are designed to elicit  
emotional responses and build customer loyalty. The emotional 
impact of a refined brand experience and highly-customized marketing 
tools (like custom published books for their most exclusive cars) 
helps the Lomotion salesperson to more easily qualify leads and 
maintain the highest margins.
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